
Solutions Brief

TMC Solutions
Solve your data management, reporting, and virtual payment needs

As a TMC, you play a vital role in providing
quality insights and value to your clients.
With the constant changes in the travel
industry, it's important to keep up with the
latest strategies so you stay competitive. 

Achieving this requires aggregating data
silos, which are bogged down by complex
systems making it challenging to derive
value from data. Grasp solves this.

20% in potential 
new revenue for your TMC

“One of the best investments, 
the software more than pays for
itself”

Improve revenue and efficiency

Free yourself from mundane manual
processes. Streamline your
operations, increase efficiency, and
optimize your revenue.

Make data-driven decisions with
confidence

See insights based on accurate,
reliable, and consistent data. Get the
tools to make sense of your most
valuable asset—your data.

TMC, Agency, and CTD Solutions

Analytics and insights

Hotel commission optimization

Agent commission management

Automate data corrections

Sync non-GDS bookings to the back office

IT hosting by IT & travel experts

Virtual Payment Solutions

Auto reconciliation

Touchless payment integration

A better traveler experience

Stronger controls for your clients

An additional revenue source for you

Data Services Solutions

Consolidate multiple data sources 

Normalization for more meaningful data

Enhancement from a variety of sources

Microservices - buy what you need



Various Data Silos

Business Insights
 

Revenue Management
 

Supplier Management
 

Marketing Engagement
 

Customer Services

Back Offices, GDS, Other Systems

Consolidate, Transform, 
and Enhance Your Data Strategic Business Drivers

Trams, Travcom, Other Back Offices

GDS

Other Systems

Sales, Customer, Employee Systems 

Agent Booking Interfaces

Sales, Marketing, Customer Systems

Customer Transaction Data

Grasp Solutions

Hotel Data Normalization

Poor and inconsistent hotel info
has been a long-term industry
challenge. Grasp solves this issue
by matching the various property
aliases which provides more
accurate spend visibility for you
and your clients.
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Analytics and Insights for 
You and Your Clients

Simplify data management and
make complexity a thing of the
past. Leverage GraspDATA to
transform travel data into insights
that lead to more opportunities
and better business outcomes.

Hotel Commission Optimization

Get insights to help you optimize
your hotel commissions. See
which hotels pay, and how
quickly, to improve your revenue
potential. 

Invoice Retrieval

Enable your clients to easily
obtain invoices 24/7 without the
need for agents or admins, 
saving time and resources.

Data Consolidation and Integration Virtual Payments

GraspPAY provides virtual credit
cards that integrate seamlessly
with booking tools and workflows.
Offer your clients additional
solutions that can boost your
revenue. 

About Grasp
We transform your data into insights.

Founded in 1996, Grasp Technologies provides data management, reporting, and virtual payment solutions. 
We help fast growing and Fortune 500 companies, TMCs, agencies, and CTDs get more out of their data. 

Learn more at GraspTech.com

Key TMC Solutions

Abundant data in various forms
and sources is tough to manage.
Grasp can help you consolidate,
manage, and get a cohesive view
of your data all in one place. 

https://grasptech.com/

